Official Election Results | June 20th 2020

Moderator (for one year)
*David G. Conlin 1108
Blank 269 |Write-in 2

Selectman (for three years) Official Recount July 7, 2020
*Eugene Canty 658
Ellen Christy 45
David G. Walsh 653
Blank 25 |Write-in 1

Town Clerk (for one year)
*Diane Savage Dunfee 628
Lori K Ballantine 429
Bobbi-Jo Blair 310
Blank 15 | Write-in 0

Public Library Trustee (for three years)
*Christine J. Stevens 60
Blank 1274 | Write-ins75|

Constable (for one year)
Robert J. Scanlan Jr. 862
Blank 514 | Write-in 6
School Committee (for three years)
*Patricia R. Sheehan 873
* Mary West 758
Blank 1133 | Write-in 0

Housing Authority (for 5 years)
Susan Edwards 995
Blank 387 | Write-in 0

Planning Board (for five years)
Sheila Hambleton 1004
Blank 371 | Write in 7

Planning Board (for two years)
Daniel Berman 989
Blank 381 | Write in 12

Planning Board (for one year)
John S. Bianchi 834
Blank 534 | Write in 14

Total ballots cast | 1382